ABSTRACT

The text procedure complex is a steps or stags it’s must be going to get a goal. The metode of quantum learning is a study metode that accentuanting from context mistakes, which is emphasized from the activity of research. Due to case that mentioned, the writer interested for carry out the research of learning production text procedur complex with resort to metode quantum learning for student of X senior High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung.

The problem formulation which writer asked are ; (1) is it the writer able to learning production text procedur complex that using a metode quantum learning for student of X Senior High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung, curriculum 2015/2016?; (2) what a student High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung curriculum 2015/2016 able to production text procedur complex with using exactly metode quantum learning?; and (3) what the metode quantum learning is appropriate to put in learning production text production complex for student of Senior High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung, curriculum 2015/2016.

This purpose research to find out the capability the writer, student ability and effectiveness the metode quantum learning within learning production text procedure complex for student of X Senior High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung.

Hypotheses which writer abbreviation taht is : (1) the writer could planned, implemented, and to value learning production text procedur complex with using the metode quantum learning for student of X SMK MedikaCom Bandung, curriculum 2015/2016; (2) the student of X Senior High School SMK MedikaCom Bandung,curriculum 2015/2016 able to follow learning production text procedur com-plex with using the metode quantum learning; and (3) The metode quantum lear-ning effectively to use in learning production text procedur complex for student of X Senior High School SMK MedikaCom bandung, curriculum 2015/2016.